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A fault tolerant steer-by-wire (SBW) system requires an operation procedure to cope with partial system degradations. This paper presents a reliability quantification method that converts the operation procedure into an augmented Markov transition diagram where each state represents either a normal SBW, or a partially degraded or a completely failed SBW. The system reliability is quantified in terms of the state probabilities calculated from a numerical integration of the Markov diagram specified by component failure rates. A structural design was already proposed and an example of operation procedure was derived in our previous study for a SBW system consisting of a principal SBW, a standby SBW and a mechanical backup hopefully with a power assist feature. The proposed method is demonstrated by an application to this SBW design. It turns out that the SBW system demonstrates a considerably high reliability through the introduction of mechanical backup. The power assist, however, is rarely available during the mechanical backup mode. This lack of power assist can be reduced by increasing reliability of ECU (Electronic Control Unit).
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1. Introduction

A SBW (Steer-By-Wire), in its literal sense, has no mechanical connection\textsuperscript{1,2,3} found in conventional power steering systems. The road-wheels can be actuated independently of the hand-wheel according to sophisticated control laws to assist steering capability of drivers. The hand-wheel can be designed to receive suitable reaction torque to enhance the human-vehicle steering interface. The SBW thus provides an indispensable hardware device in which various driver support systems for the ITS are built.

A complete loss of steering may occur for the SBW when important components such as ECU (Electronic Control Unit) fail. A prudent operation procedure, i.e., a type of software design, is required to cope with partial system degradations, together with a fault-tolerant hardware design for prevention of the partial as well as complete system failures.

Amberkar\textsuperscript{4} listed potential candidates of methods of analyzing reliability of SBWs. Few papers have clarified methods actually feasible to quantify reliabilities of various SBW designs. An operation procedure to cope with partial SBW degradations has to be clarified and taken into account for this reliability quantification. The purpose of this paper is to give a new quantification method actually feasible.

The authors\textsuperscript{3} used fault trees, minimal cut sets, minimal path sets to derive an operation procedure for a SBW with a mechanical backup.

The present paper quantifies this SBW design with the mechanical backup to demonstrate the method proposed here. The operation procedure\textsuperscript{3} is, through a suitable state augmentation, converted into a Markov transition diagram where each state represents either a normal SBW, or a partially degraded or a completely failed SBW. The system reliability is quantified in terms of the state probabilities calculated by a numerical integration of the Markov diagram specified by component failure rates.

2. SBW with mechanical backup

2.1. Fault-tolerant design

![Fig. 1 Fault-tolerant SBW with mechanical backup.](image-url)
A principal motor functions as a steering actuator as shown in Fig. 1. A standby motor is a backup actuator. The reaction-torque is acted on the hand-wheel by a torque motor. The three motors are commanded by duplicated ECUs. When both principal and standby motors fail, the road-wheels and hand-wheel are mechanically connected via a column clutch, thus reducing to a conventional "manual" steering. The torque motor, in turn, is used to generate an assist-torque during this manual steering mode.

The hand-wheel torque is detected by a pair of upside and downside encoders to measure a twist angle in between, and the hand-wheel angle is measured by either one of the encoders in the pair. The upside encoder itself is duplicated as well as the downside one to facilitate failure detection.

The angle command to the principal or standby motor is determined by integrating data from the encoders sensing the hand-wheel torque and angle, and data from vehicle sensors measuring vehicle speed, lateral acceleration, and yaw-rate.

In the simplest case the angle command can be made proportional to the hand-wheel angle.

### 2.2. Procedure coping with partial failures

The operation procedure\(^5\) can be represented by a state transition diagram shown in Fig. 2. Each of the 7 states “a” to “g” consists of five elements enclosed by parentheses.

1) The 1st element is a principal SBW (PSBW) index. Symbol P (Principal) denotes a normal PSBW where the road-wheels are actuated by the principal motor, while 0 denotes a failed PSBW.

2) The 2nd is a standby SBW (SSBW) index. Symbol S (Standby) denotes a normal SSBW with the road-wheels actuated by the standby motor, while 0 denotes a failed SSBW.

3) The 3rd is a reaction-torque index. Symbol R (Reaction) is the existence of the reaction-torque to the hand-wheel, while 0 the non-existence.

4) The 4th is a manual steering index. Symbol M (Manual) denotes the manual steering through the mechanical coupling, while 0 the manual steering failure.

5) The 5th is an assist-torque index. Symbol A (Assist) denotes availability of the assist-torque as a power steering, while 0 the unavailability.

Some combinations of the five elements are infeasible. The total number of feasible states turns out to be 7. There are 12 feasible transitions.

State “a” thus denotes principal SBW with reaction torque, “b” principal SBW without reaction torque, “c” standby SBW with reaction torque, “f” standby SBW without reaction torque, “d” manual steering with assist-torque, “e” manual steering without assist-torque, and “g” denotes a complete loss of steering.

The state transitions are denoted by arrows labeled by component failures: “Power” denotes power failure, “ECU” denotes failure of either one of the two ECUs, “Encoder h” failure of either one of the two upside encoders, “Encoder c” failure of either one of the two downside encoders, “Encoder h & c” both failures of upside and downside encoders, “Torque motor” failure of torque motor, “Principal motor” failure of principal motor, “Standby motor” or “Standby clutch” failure of standby motor or standby clutch, and “Column clutch” denotes a column clutch failure. Symbols “e” and “h” used for encoders denote “column-side (downside)” and
“hand-side (upside),” respectively.

The duplicated ECU detects its failure by output comparison; the ECU failure is thus defined as a failure of either one of the two ECUs; the same is true for the duplicated upside encoders or the downside encoders.

Symbol $\lambda$ beside a component name along a transition arrow denotes a failure rate of the component. Failure rates of encoder $h$, encoder $c$, standby motor, standby clutch, and column clutch are not shown because these rates eventually disappear from Fig. 2 and reappear in an augmented diagram of Fig. 3.

The following component failure rates are taken from famous MIL-HDBK-217F $^{8,9,10}$ where FIT denotes “failures in time” of $10^6$ hours:

1) A power source: $\lambda_1 = 1.5$ FIT.
2) A ECU: $\lambda_2 = 15$ FIT.
3) A principal or a standby motor: $\lambda_3 = 20.5$ FIT.
4) A torque motor $\lambda_4 = 0.5$ FIT.
5) A standby or a column clutch: $\lambda_5 = 2.5$ FIT.
6) An encoder: $\lambda_6 = 20$ FIT.

2.3. Quantitative reliability assessment

2.3.1. Layer structure of state transition diagram

A quantitative reliability assessment starts at the state transition diagram of Fig. 2. Unfortunately, this diagram lacks Markov property.

A transition to “d” (manual with assist-torque) from state “c” (standby SBW with reaction-torque) occurs by the sum of failure rates of standby motor and standby clutch, given that these two components were normal when state “c” was visited. However, this transition occurs instantly when standby motor was already failed before the visit to state “c”. The transition rate from state “c” to “d” changes according to standby motor and clutch states at the visit to parent state “c”, which indicates that the Markov property of the transition diagram is lost.

Similarly, column clutch and encoder $h$&$c$ are shown to be factors influencing transition rates.

The original diagram is reconfigured into a layer structure to yield a Markov state transition diagram. Each of the 7 states in Fig. 2 is called a main state, while the state shown by triple in Eq. 1 a sub state.

(encoder $h$&$c$, standby motor & standby clutch, column clutch) (1)

The “encoder $h$&$c$” have three component states: full in-service denoted by 0, half in-service by 1, and both out-of-service by 2.

The “standby motor & standby clutch” has two states: both in-service denoted by 0, and one or two out-of-service by 1. The “column clutch” has two states: 0 means in-service, 1 in-failure.

The component states are enumerated below.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
1 \\
2
\end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
1 \\
1
\end{bmatrix}
\] (2)
Fig. 4 Augmented state transition matrix for a SBW with mechanical backup.

For example, \((2,1,0)\) means that both of upside and downside encoders are failed, the standby motor and/or the standby clutch is failed, and that the column clutch is normal. It is clear that the number of sub states is \(3 \times 2 \times 2 = 12\). The number of main states is 7. Thus, the maximum number of augmented states is \(12 \times 7 = 84\).

A number of combinations of main and sub states turn out to be infeasible because some sub states cause state transitions of main states in the original diagram of Fig. 2; these transitions immediately occur when the sub states are caused by relevant component failures. For example, augmented state \((2,1,0)\) is infeasible, and is replaced by state \((2,1,0)\).

Fig. 3 becomes the augmented state transition diagram with the Markov property where each main state is conditioned by a relevant sub state shown in parentheses below the main state.

Consider transitions between the sub states denoted by dotted arrows in Fig. 3. Three paths from \(a(0,0,0)\) to \(e(2,1,0)\) are observed along the dotted arrows. These transitions yield a layer structure classified by the sum of three elements of the sub state. The maximum number of the sum is \(4 = 2 + 1 + 1\), and the 12 sub states can be arranged by 5 layers.

It is observed in Fig. 3 that:
1) Main state transitions initiated by a sub state transition can be identified easily. For example, augmented state \(c(0,0,0)\) on the first layer transits to \(d(0,1,0)\) on the second layer when sub state moves from \((0,0,0)\) to \((0,1,0)\).
2) The transitions among main states without a sub state transition can be identified easily from Fig. 2.
3) An augmented state implying a complete loss of steering denoted by "g" is treated as an absorption state from viewpoint of main states as well as sub states. No further transition occurs once this absorption state is reached. For example, transition from \(g(0,0,1)\) to \(g(0,1,1)\) need not be considered.
4) The total number of feasible, augmented states is 37, which is smaller than the original 84.

2.3.2. Quantitative reliability assessment
Denote by \(P(t)\) the probability that the SBW system
is in state $i$ at time $t$. Parameter $\gamma_{ji}$ is a transition rate from state $j$ to $i$, and $\gamma_{ij}$ from $i$ to $j$. The total number of states is $n = 37$. A Markov differential equation is used for a quantitative reliability analysis:

$$\dot{P}_i(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \gamma_{ji} P_j(t) - P_i(t) \sum_{j=1}^{n} \gamma_{ij}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The probability of each state at time $t$ can be calculated from Eq. 3. Transition rates are determined from the component failure rates as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Transitions between 37 augmented states are explicitly specified by the matrix shown in Fig. 4. Symbol "*" indicates a transition from a row state to a column state. The diagonal blocks show the transitions between main states without a sub state transition. Non-diagonal blocks denote transitions between main states, given a sub state transition. The matrix becomes an upper triangular form because transition occurs downward or rightward, as shown in Fig. 3.

Consider a continuous operation up to 8 hours for a non-repairable SBW system. State probabilities are plotted in Fig. 5. Assume that the SBW system is renewed at the start of each driving. This means that the driving cannot be initiated until system degradations during the last driving have been repaired. Two time spans are considered for the continuous driving: 2 hours and 8 hours thereafter.

The probability of "state c: standby SBW with reaction-torque" is the order of one failure per $10^{6}$ vehicles after 2 hours of continuous driving. A similar probability to "c" is obtained for "state e: manual steering without assist-torque". Even if the continuous driving increases to 8 hours, the probabilities of these system degradation states remain the order of once per $10^{7}$ vehicles.

On the other hand, the probability of "state g: complete loss of steering" is the order of once per $10^{16}$ vehicles for 2 hours of continuous driving. For 8 hours driving, it still remains a small value, i.e., once per $10^{15}$ vehicles. The actual probability of complete loss of steering is further decreased because the SBW system can be repaired when system degradation states are detected.

Note that the assist-torque is less available during the manual steering; this is clear from a comparison of probabilities of states "e" and "d". The designer's intent to provide a power steering feature during the manual mode is not achieved. Calculations showed that this was due to the ECU high failure rate. Improvement of the ECU reliability can reduce the probability of state e.

3. Conclusion

A reliability quantification method for a SBW is presented and an assessment is performed for a demonstration.

1) A fault tolerant SBW design with a mechanical backup is considered.

2) Operation procedures to cope with partial system
degradations are described and eventually converted into a Markov transition diagram.

3) A quantitative reliability assessment taking the operation procedure into account is performed based on the Markov diagram. It turns out that the SBW design demonstrates a considerably high reliability through the introduction of mechanical backup.

4) The power assist, however, is rarely expected during the mechanical backup mode.

5) This lack of power assist can be reduced by increasing the ECU reliability.

Future subjects include:

1) The mechanical backup mode without the power assist might be hazardous due to the excessive manipulation power required to stabilize the vehicle after the transition to the mode. More sophisticated backup designs without the mechanical coupling are to be assessed from a point of view of safety as well as reliability.

2) The component failure rates have wide ranges of uncertainties and more in-depth quantification is required by varying the failure rates in order to reflect present status of our knowledge about the component reliabilities.
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